MK: Ground Force
Prilled Minerals and Trace
Minerals
Lime
Gypsum
Dolomite

Zinc
Manganese
Copper

Iron
Boron

Custom Mixes
CALL FOR SUMMER
FILL DISCOUNTS
Bulk
Totes (1,000 & 2,000 lbs)
Bag 40 lbs

LOGISTICS
Truck - 25 ton
Railcar - 110 ton
Barge - 1500 ton

MK Minerals
1025 Vernon Rd.
Wathena, KS. 66090

Clinton Hund | Agronomy Specialist - Mk Minerals, Inc.
As I looked into my rain gauge this morning to find another
1.20” of rain I have a little sigh of disbelief. Most years we pray
for rain throughout America’s Heartland. It really got me
thinking about our plans for this fall and what will entail to raise
a good crop again next year. There are essentially four things I
would like to discuss this month about sulfur:
- Sulfur leaching
- Sulfur volatilizing
- Sulfur tie-up
- Importance of sulfur with legume crops
Leaching: Sulfur behaves in the soil essentially just like
nitrogen. In the case of individuals putting wheat behind corn
they rely on “left over” nitrogen to meet the fall nitrogen needs
of their wheat crop. Something similar happens here
with soybeans following corn. A lot of farmers put extra sulfur
down ahead of their corn crop and expect to have enough
sulfur around for their soybeans the following
year. Most years this would hold true, but not this year with
record setting rainfall. The sulfur will have leached deep or
completely out of the root zone. Even if you applied sulfur every
year the sulfur that is in the soil bank may be gone as well.
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Volatilization: Another concern with our sulfur needs relates
right back to nitrogen. Did you know that sulfur may also
volatilize just like nitrogen? When your low-lying areas and
terrace channels have standing water the sulfate form of
sulfur will convert over to hydrogen sulfide gas. When you get
into some waterlogged areas of your field and there is a
horrendous smell, it’s the sulfur leaving your field.
Tied up: Like nitrogen, sulfur will become tied up where the
plant can’t access it in the decomposition of crop residue.
According to the USDA’s latest crop report 71% of the corn is in
the dough stage vs. the 5-year average of 87%. What looks like
a late harvest this year; will result in delayed decomposition. As
we move into cooler months, especially in the northern half of
the United States, we very well may not see as much fall
decomposition taking place, moving that tie-up period to next
spring. Limiting sulfur availability to our young plants.
Legume Crops: While the total dollars spent on sulfur per acre
is definitely one of the lower inputs that we have, it still is
important investment to make to maximize your income.
Investing in a few extra dollars of sulfur could set 2020 up to be
a success. For legume crops (like soybeans) to achieve
maximum yields they need a good base of rhizobium to get the
nitrogen they need. Rhizobium need a really good base of
sulfur to produce maximum nitrogen.
Unlike elemental sulfur applying Gypsum provides more of an
accurate available form of sulfur to bring up deficient levels
faster for the 2020 crop. As always it is ideal to take soil
samples to know your specific needs. If that is not an option, it
is still economical to increase the rates of the pelletized
gypsum 25%. Our prilled gypsum is perfectly environmentally
friendly and is pH neutral so there are no negative affects like
lowered soil pH with over application like other fertilizers.
Year in Year out precision application of secondary and
micronutrients improves the bottom-line. Increasing nitrogen
efficiency, lowering input cost while improving crop yields.
Contact MK today about deploying The Power
of Prilled Precision Application in your soil nutrient program.
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